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Creating a Successful Retirement looks at retirement in an completely new way--because the
commencement of a new lifestyle. Grounded in a Christian faith knowledge, it demonstrates how faith
may be the pivotal concern enabling retirees to fully capture and apply the vitality of their life
experiences.
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An Ageless Retirement Though not really named as such, that is an inspiring book for serious Christians
and folks with some kind of religious faith, who are contemplating to start the second half of their lives,
the retirement life. Five Stars Great reserve for retirement planning Four Stars Exceptional resource from a
biblical perspective; The well-documented theme of body/brain/spirit connection you could find
throughout the book. Enlightening and Inspiring With so very much confusion as to what retirement is all
about, Dr. The exercises are a little bit hit or miss but I came across it to be very ideal for stimulating
conversations at a proper level in a group setting. This book has an excellent take on a Christian based
retirement... Bought this for my Dad as a retirement present. He and my mother read the whole thing
jointly. It is a genuine treasure. He discovered it very helpful. The organization of the book makes it an
superb reference. A little too religious! Successful Retirement--Peace and Purpose This book is excellent
for a transition from the workforce into retirement. This is an excellent read as well as reference. Love
that it is written by a Catholic writer and . Johnson gives much needed assistance in creating a retirement
that is spiritually grounded. Love that it is compiled by a Catholic writer and speaks to the spiritual aspect
of retirement. very well created and organized! As I begin retirement this summer this book is assisting
me to focus on developing a stronger relationship with the Lord, awakening areas of my entire life which
have been dormant during working years and producing the others of my life an opportunity to explore
new options to like and serve God even more. It really is organized into 15 well thought out chapters and
written in a very concise but complete method. Two Stars Great intentions for the book. I've
recommended it and loaned to numerous friends. Suitable even for non-Christians Despite not being
spiritual, I came across the content of the book very insightful and provocative. It has practical and
insightful assistance. Written concisely, the author can shed much light from the fifteen "pearls" of
retirements. ok using for an organization I actually am in. encouraging! ok using for a group I am in.
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